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Abstract: 
Generated data by users is increasing daily and maintaining the personal data storage 
hardware is costly. Cloud data storage are getting popular for their user friendly and cost 
effective features. On the other hand, user privacy violation is an obstacle for adoption of 
cloud storage. Therefore, the recent growing interest in both public cloud and private storage 
services, shows the demand for solutions that are focusing on privacy awareness of users. 
Increasing the security and privacy related issues in cloud storages indicate a demand for an 
action to improve the security of data storage and increase privacy awareness. In this thesis, a 
novel trust level based solution for cloud data storage is introduced. This solution emphasizes 
in utilizing hybrid cloud technologies. This solution provides a simple user interface based on 
colors and it gives the possibility of selecting the storing places very easily and efficiently. 
Furthermore, to have a detail requirements of our solution a survey study based on 
questionnaire is administered and a proof of concept prototype is developed.   
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1 Introduction
“We have more things on disk, more photos, more items stored than we’ll ever have to
allocate time for.”
—Jeff Davidson
Cloud computing as a shared pool of configurable computing resources with the capability
of storing data and perform the computation remotely was a long vision of computing. Grow-
ing data and increasing popularity of cloud computing is a motivation to use data storages
for personal and institutional data backups in the cloud. By having the data storages in the
cloud infrastructures, users can be relieved from limitation of local data storage. Beside stor-
age functionality, the cloud data storages focus on file sharing and synchronization as well.
Generally speaking, cloud data storages have significant benefits, they bring ubiquitous data
access (anytime from anywhere with any device) and sharing capabilities without the need of
self-managing replication and data backups.
In spite of all the advantages delivered by cloud data storage, several challenges are arising
for storing sensitive data without compromising user’s privacy. The fact that users have no
physical possession of their outsourced data and it is stored and processed remotely is hinder-
ing the adoption of cloud based data storages. Relying on a corporation to have access to all
your personal data is a major concern for many end users. Thus, cloud data storages mag-
nify an essential concern over data security and privacy. Several studies ranked security and
privacy as a major area of attention for cloud adoption [24]. Due to privacy leakage and secu-
rity exploit of major vendors, the end-users prefer local storage for sensitive data over cloud
storage [26].
However, there are alternatives for stashing individuals’ data which provide higher level of
privacy than public cloud storages together with giving the advantages of using cloud. Us-
ing private cloud storage solutions combine the storages of data in local networked drive and
having the full control over data with file sharing and synchronization facility. In personal
cloud data storage the data store on local servers with the capability of online sharing and re-
mote accessing. On the other hand, other personal solutions like Networked Attached Storage
(NAS) devices are gaining popularity for data storages. However, natural disaster risks (flood,
fire, being stolen, etc) and the effort of network storage setup are remained as a failure for this
category of resources.
In addition to rising demand of personal data storage, the proliferation of online social net-
works is another issue to think about. Rapid growth of sharing and storing contents in online
social networks become major points of concern for security and privacy issues. The centralized
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nature of online social networks and service provider ownership of data brings the limitations
for users. Thus, it becomes a potential motivation for developing a decentralized network for
online social networking. Decentralized social network is a distributed information manage-
ment platform, such as a network of trusted servers or peer-to-peer systems for social network-
ing. On the other hand, implementation of the personal data storage is one of the key enablers
of moving from centralized to decentralized online social network [16].
1.1 Thesis Objectives and Motivations
As mentioned here, the personal cloud data storages have received considerable attention from
individuals who concerns about the security and privacy of their data. According to studies
e.g. [26] customers are willing to pay for services that support strongest security and privacy
mechanisms to protect the collection and dissemination of their personal and sensitive data
(e.g., financial data, health records, etc.). On the other hand, users are also attract to usability,
convenience and cost features of public clouds, the noticeable popularity of Dropbox as market
leader of public cloud storage shows this interest [17].
The idea behind this research is to give the opportunity to individual users to take advan-
tages of public cloud data storages meanwhile they also have their secure private storages. This
research proposed a novel solution that combines storage drives from popular public storages
providers with user personal local drives. Using the introduced solution allows users to decide
where to store their data based on their personal trust levels and their data sensitivity levels.
By assigning colors to storage user can control and manage stashing data in different stor-
ages easily. In general, this research introduces a trust-level based data storage solution which
can changes today’s behavior of users of data storages. The introduced solution enables user-
friendly data management based on assigned trust-levels to storage solutions in a distributed
data storage environment and the classified trust-level of the data to be stored.
Accordingly, this solution facilitates drawbacks of data storage solutions, such as considering
of trustworthy in data storage processes and lack of security and trust, meanwhile it lets users
to store less sensitive data in public cloud storage easily. In particular, the objective of the
introduced solution in this research study is to enable data storage based on assigned trust
levels to different storage solutions.
1.2 Research Question
The questions that this research intends to answers include
1. What are the current demands of cloud storage users?
2. How to design a system to facilitate usage of hybrid cloud storage based on the answer
to question one?
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The next solution, the private cloud option, is a costly solution. The data that is being generated
by users is increasing daily, and maintaining the personal data storage hardware cost a lot. The
variety in sensitivity of data requires the different storage solutions, for example, there might
be a need to a highly trusted place to store sensitive data such as financial data, health records,
but storing video records of public events in an organization requires less concern. Therefore,
our solution which is based on hybrid cloud, hybrid cloud is one of the four deployment model
of cloud computing that is a combination of private and public cloud, will give the capabilities
of both storages to the users.
The goal of our solution is to provide a secure platform for storage of data in different stor-
ages (by providing encryption mechanisms) meanwhile it helps users to have more control
and awareness over their data location. This platform focus on simplifying the process of stor-
ing data in different location and it provides a good balanced between privacy awareness and
usability with more affordable solution than only using private clouds or other personal solu-
tions.
Uniqueness of our trust level based solution consists of easy to use storages of data in dis-
tributed environment.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. A brief introduction to background technologies
of the work is presented in chapter 2. Chapter three reviews the state of art literature and re-
searches of the relevant field. In chapter 4 research methodologies, details of the administration
of a survey study and analysis of its results are gathered together. Chapter 5 is about develop-
ment of a prototype as a proof of the thesis concept. After that, chapter 6 evaluates the results
of development phase and compares them by the requirements of our introduced protocol. Fi-
nally, this thesis concludes with a summary of what is done and the future works. If readers are
interested in business issues of this research work, in appendix 2 a market analysis of a product
based on this thesis is provided. This Innovation and Entrepreneurship (I&E) thesis is written
as a part of final master thesis. The purpose of this thesis is to gain an understanding of the
market potentials for a proof of concept solution that is developed for this master thesis.

2 Background
“A people without the knowledge of their past history, origin and culture is like a tree
without roots.”
—Marcus Garvey
This chapter intends to review the most related technical background knowledge to the the-
sis. In the first section, a review to cloud computing technology is presented. The next section
discusses cloud storage technology. Section 2.3 talks about the benefits that cloud storages
bring to users. Finally, this chapter concludes with an investigation about privacy, security and
trust notions.
2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing has been defined by multiple experts, among them a definition by the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) got popular. NIST defines cloud comput-
ing as
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., net-
works, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This
cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and
four deployment models.” [48]
According to NIST [48], these five essential characteristics (i) are on-demand self-service, (ii)
broad network access, (iii) resource pooling, (iv) rapid elasticity, (v)measured services. For
detail description of these characteristics check the NIST definition article [48]. Three service
models consist of Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS). SaaS is the capability that enables consumers to use the provider’s applications
running on a cloud infrastructure. PaaS is the capability that enables consumers to deploy onto
the cloud infrastructure consumer-created or other applications created by using supported
libraries, services and tools of providers. IaaS is the capacity that enables consumers to pro-
vision most of the fundamental computing resources where consumers can run and deploy
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software, operating systems and application. Furthermore, the deployment models are private
cloud, community cloud, public cloud and hybrid cloud. Private cloud is when the cloud in-
frastructure administered by a single organization whereas the public cloud is where the cloud
infrastructure provisioned for public usage. Hybrid cloud is a combination of this two clouds
and community is somewhere between private and public one according to its specifications
and exclusive usage.
2.2 Cloud Storage Definition
As one of the cloud computing services, cloud storage services have received considerable
attention recently between individual users, organizations and researchers. In literatures, a
clear standard definition for cloud storage is not provided. Among them, we referred to two
definitions of cloud storage one by Fraunhofer Institute [25] as follows:
“Basically, a cloud storage system can be considered to be a network of dis-
tributed data centers which typically uses cloud computing technologies like vir-
tualization, and offers some kind of interface for storing data. To increase the avail-
ability of the data, it may be redundantly stored at different locations. In general,
all of this is not visible to the user. “
and the other by [5] :
“Cloud storage is a specific sub-offering within IaaS of cloud computing and it
promise high data availability, and reduced infrastructure costs by storing data with
remote third-party providers. “
These cloud storage services consists of two types, basic services and advanced services [25].
In basic cloud storage services are not directly accessed by users but they are incorporated
into specific software using application programming interfaces (API). As such, Amazon S3 1,
Rackspace52 and Nirvanix6 3.
Advanced cloud storage services provide interfaces for customers to utilize the basic cloud
storage. These interfaces consist of client or web applications that simplify the storage of data
in cloud infrastructure for customers. Some of advanced service also provides a simplified
version of their API to enable the integration of their service’s capabilities into third-party soft-
ware. Some popular examples of this type are, Dropbox 4, Google Drive, Mozy5.
1 http://aws.amazon.com/s3
2 http://www.rackspace.com/
3 https://www.nirvanix.com/
4 http://www.mozy.com
5 http://www.mozy.com
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According to cloud computing service models, cloud storages can be categorized into two ser-
vice models:
• Cloud storage as a Service: this services are mostly provided by cloud service providers
[10]. For example, Google and Microsoft.
• Cloud storage as an Infrastructure: this services are mostly provided by cloud Infrastruc-
ture providers [61]. For instances, IBM and Oracle.
From cloud computing deployment models, the cloud storage deployment models consist
of three types [62]:
• Private Cloud Storage
• Public Cloud Storage
• Hybrid Cloud which is a combination of above two strategies
In the following these three models are described.
2.3.1 Private Cloud Storage Service
Private Cloud storage is where the enterprise data and cloud resources are situated inside a
private cloud infrastructure within an individual organization and it usually behind the pro-
tection of firewalls. It is also called internal cloud storage. Since, most of the efforts such as
management, maintenance, data center space, network, connectivity and power management
are handled inside the enterprise architecture, having private cloud storage usually is more ex-
pensive than public cloud storage services. However, the main motivation to use private cloud
storage is customers’ concerns toward potential security risk and privacy of their data. Private
cloud storage considers the security and privacy requirements while offering major features of
the cloud storages namely scalability, reliability, rapid deployment. Examples of private cloud
storages are, ownCloud, Seagate 6, My cloud 7.
2.3.2 Public Cloud Storage Service
Public cloud storages are the most popular types of storages among the individual customers
as they reduce the complexity and expenses of storing data. For example, Dropbox has over
300 million users by may 2014 [18] . Public cloud storages are provided as a cloud computing
services with minimum control of user over infrastructures.
6 http://www.seagate.com
7 http://www.wdc.com/en/
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In public storage data is stored outside the enterprise data center, usually consumers pro-
vided by limited free storages and for having more it is possible to purchase more capacity
based on pay-as-you-go principle of cloud computing, that is what makes cloud computing
more economic friendly. Although, storing data in public cloud storages restrict control over
data, deployment of public cloud is much faster and has more scalability and accessibility than
private cloud storages. Figure 2-1 shows an overview of public cloud storage architecture.
Figure 2.1: An overview of a public cloud storage architecture [30]
2.3.3 Hybrid Cloud Storage Service
Hybrid cloud storages integrate private and public cloud, in order to utilize benefits of both
public and private storages. Hybrid cloud customizes rules and policies to have availability
and security in cloud infrastructure. Storage assign to different internal and external clouds
according to enterprise preferences. This solution helps to have balance between managing
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data growth and purchase of external storage. For instance, StorSimple 8 and TwinStrata 9 are
example of hybrid cloud storages. Figure 2-2 illustrates three cloud models.
Figure 2.2: Three cloud computing models[30]
2.4 Benefits of Cloud Storage Services
Cloud storage has multiple benefits for individual and enterprise. These benefits include on-
demand storage capacities accessible from various devices, backup facilities and data replica-
tion and synchronization to access to the latest version of documents in any devices. Four main
benefits of cloud storage consist of copy, backup, synchronization of devices and file sharing
[25].
2.5 Privacy, Security and Trust
Privacy, security and trust are complex concepts because there are no unified definitions for
them but these issues are fundamentally matters of values, interests and power [21, 51]. Each
fields of science defines these terms differently, reviewing academic literature on trust, privacy
and security requires investigation in law, philosophy, sociology, political science, and psychol-
ogy [21].
8 http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/products/storsimple/explore.aspx
9 http://www.twinstrata.com/
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In computer technologies notions of trust, security and privacy are angles of a triangle that
motivate users to go for on new technologies [46]. In the following subsection a brief explana-
tion of each notion is presented.
2.5.1 Privacy
The definition of privacy as one on the fundamental human rights is changing over social pro-
gression but the primary focus of privacy has been to the personal data [34]. In commercial,
organization, government personal data interpreted differently. The current European Union
(EU) definition of personal data is that
“Personal data shall mean any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable person is one who can be identified,
directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one
or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or
social identity.” [46]
Although the interpretation of what is considered to be sensitive data may vary depending
upon authority, some personal data are considered more sensitive than others [46]. The data
sensitivity highly depending on region and some of the personal data have sensitive nature.
For example in Europe data that refers to information on religion or race, health, sexual orien-
tation, political opinions, sexual orientation, data relating to offences or criminal convictions
are categorized as sensitive data and in the US social security and driver license numbers, per-
sonal financial information and medical records are considered as sensitive data [46]. In the
most cases, sensitive information which is part of personal data needs extra privacy protection.
2.5.2 Security
ISO 27001, information security management standardization [28], defines security as follows:
“Preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability of information; in ad-
dition, other properties such as authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation and
reliability can also be involved.”
According to this definition, security is an essential requirement to satisfy users’ privacy.
In general, when some organization responsible for personal information or confidential data,
they are also responsible to have reasonable security level to protect data[46]. Moreover, en-
suring security consists of mechanisms such as risk assessment, information security program,
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administrative and technical aspects of security and putting safeguards [46]. Security and pri-
vacy are different, in that privacy relates to mechanisms of protecting personal data and in-
formation, individual rights but security is about protecting all forms of information and data
[46].
2.5.3 Trust
As mentioned earlier, there is no universally accepted scholarly definition of trust [51], in this
study [51] authors gathered several contemporary, cross-disciplinary collection of scholarly
studies of trust and provide a definition of trust as follows:
“Trust is a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability
based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behavior of another. “[51]
Trust, in general, is an important factor in many social interactions [22]. Comparing trust
with security, trust is a broader notion than security. Trust including two categories, hard trust
(security-oriented) and soft trust (non-security oriented trust)[51]. The security oriented trust
relates to encryption, security in transactions, confidentiality and authenticity, the soft trusts re-
lates to human psychology, brand loyalty, and user- friendliness [51]. Reputation is an example
of soft trust that is a very important component of trust in digital world, [41]. For example, in
famous organizations such as Google and Dropbox good reputation in the one of the most valu-
able asset of them and their images are highly related with social trust and they will damage
more if some breaching of trust or privacy happened to them. Even small security or privacy
breach that publish in mass media immediately, for example failure reports in mass media such
as these in references [39, 20] can cause trust loss. In general, comparing the relation between
security and trust, security mechanisms can be key elements in to create consumers’ trust [51].

3 Related Work
“The knowledge of all things is possible”
—Leonardo da Vinci
This chapter reviews literatures that are related to this thesis work. In this thesis, first the
user experience toward the introduced model is surveyed, and second by the result from sur-
vey questionnaire implements the introduced solution that enable user-friendly data handling
based on assign trust-levels to storage solutions in a distributed data storage environment and
the classified trust-level of the data to be stored. According to thesis goal the literature review
of this thesis is divided to four main parts.
First part includes literatures that related to study of trust in cloud computing and surviving
user experiences, toward adoption of cloud computing in general, and more specifically cloud
data storage. In the second part, the related literatures that intended to design privacy aware
models and develop prototype to enable users to have better experience of using cloud stor-
ages. The third part, discusses articles related to enhancing method for increasing trust and the
last parts, are studies that investigate the limitations and security and privacy issues of current
cloud storage solutions and proposed models to overcome the limitations. A detail review of
these articles is provided in the rest of this section.
3.1 Survey on Trust in Cloud
This part reviews the literatures that surveyed user experiences and behavior in trusting cloud
computing services in general. This reviewing is done because in the main part of this thesis
we plan to ask from user to figure out users’ concerns and demands toward a cloud storage
service. Therefore, in the rest of this part related articles of this kind are summarized.
In the article, “Do I Trust Google?" [32] authors intended to explore individual users’ per-
spectives of cloud computing, especially issues regarding tendencies in trust evaluation of
cloud services. This study focuses on end-users perspectives since they mentioned there were
many literatures focused on adoption of cloud by enterprises and organizations not the end
users. This article realized how end-users think about cloud computing and how they form
their trust or distrust to cloud services and service providers. By analyzing their results they
explored factors that affect formation of trust in cloud services.
According to this paper, three reasons motivate user to trust cloud services, first their needs,
second popularity and reputation of cloud providers and third the commercial aspect of cloud
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services. They also noticed the fact that end-users are aware of issues related to data security
and privacy on the Web.
The next article “Home is safer than the cloud “ [27] also mentioned the lack of researches
in cloud adoption from end-users’s point of views. This article investigated users’ attitudes,
especially on cloud consumer’s privacy attitudes, beliefs and expectations for cloud storage
and also examined user’s awareness of contractual terms and conditions. The authors of em-
phasized the differences between the requirements of individual and organization in using the
cloud storage. The results of this paper first shows that although users do not concern in issues
such as guaranteed deletion of data, country of storage and storage outsourcing, they hesitate
to user cloud storages.
Findings of this paper consist of first users prefer to use local storages for storing of sensitive
data over cloud storage and they have a tendency to pay for services that have robust security
and better privacy. Finally, they figured out that cultural differences influences in user behav-
ior in cloud storages usage, for example their attitudes to store sensitive data in public cloud
storages is varied in different countries.
The third article of this kind “To trust or not to trust? “ [6] examined models of explanation
of trust in cloud services from user experience in dynamical and experiential perspectives. The
authors claimed that their study overcome the shortcomings of other studies by performing
a holistic survey to examine user experience, emotions and trust in cloud technology. They
tried to answer why it is important for IT and cloud computing, what influences trust in cloud
computing and how can trust cause usage and acceptance of cloud services. They suggested a
unified model for cloud trust in this paper and administered a survey questionnaire to find out
“What influences the user’s (dis)trust in cloud and cloud (dis)usage?” as their research objects
they use Dropbox and ownCloud.
Beside these three relevant studies in this part, there are several other studies, that their
results are useful to this thesis, such as [8] that examine the principles on evaluating user be-
havior trust, and provide a theoretical foundation about users’ trust in cloud computing, or in
[33]the authors introduced four main elements to affect users’ trust in cloud computing which
are security, privacy, accountability and auditability.
3.2 Design Models for Privacy Improvements
In this section, the related solutions in designing privacy aware models and developing solu-
tions that provided better experience of cloud storages in terms privacy are reviewed. These
categories have a wide range of related articles, a summary of the more related one is presented
in the following of this section.
Among these introduced solutions, NubiSave [55] has similarity with this thesis work in
combing different cloud storages but in broader perspectives. NubiSave designed to be an op-
timal cloud storage system with a user-friendly storage controller implementation. According
to this paper, there are available solutions to protect access and encrypted and replicated needs
but the practical limitation causes the lack of adoption of using cloud storage. NubiSave pro-
vided a novel cloud storage management system that combines storages resources from mul-
tiple providers. NubiSave development covered the entire lifecycle of development of storage
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service and it is also validated to be an optimal solution.
Other solutions such as [37], proposed other novel solutions for privacy-aware distributed
storage. In Uno, authors proposed a middleware to cloud storages which separated storing of
physical and Meta data. To have a better privacy, in this model the physical data is stored in
users local machines and only the Meta data stores on commercial cloud services.
In [29] authors presented a privacy as a services solution which contains a set of security
protocols to provide privacy for users of cloud computing. Moreover, in this article [63] they
proposed techniques to have a privacy aware computing in hybrid cloud systems. The last in
this category, is [35] which introduced a new approach for privacy aware system that focused
on both users and the data providers.
3.3 Design Models for Trust Improvements
In this section, the related articles in studying trust models in cloud computing and cloud
storage are reviewed. This article [3] reviewed shortcomings and concerns of users’ toward
cloud computing and they proposed a model to increase trust. They summarized seven con-
cerns, such as data location, investigation, data segregation, availability, privileged user access,
backup and recovery regulatory compliance and long term viability; and their solution elab-
orated on these issues. For example, in data location concern their hypothesized trust model,
suggested providing ability to investigate users’ data on providers’ datacenter.
This article [33] reviewed the key issues and challenges in achieving a trusted cloud platform
and introduced a trust cloud framework that focused on accountability in cloud computing
through technical and policy-based approaches. In the [53] authors highlighted the benefits
and drawbacks of using cloud that could satisfy users and according to these a new trust model
had been introduced that works between clouds provide and cloud users. This model works in
three turns, in first turns user must be satisfied with reputation of cloud providers, second turn
when users have the knowledge about service level agreement and third turn is when first two
are satisfied then users can trust the cloud provider. This trust model is based on the fact that
clouds providers must have a good previous experience to achieve user trust.
This articles [11] proposed and developed a more specific trust model. In their proposed
model they offer a reliable files exchanging and their focused in private cloud. In their model,
trust is calculated according to several metrics, and they also evaluated their result to prove
the effectiveness of their proposal. This study [54] also attempted to investigate the issues of
trust in cloud computing and highlighted the important elements and reviewed the available
trust models. Finally in [15] authors proposed a model based on real life trust that focused on
privacy issues on cloud services but more on online social networks. There are more studies of
this category that proposed model for cloud systems in general such as [19], [7], [36], [4], [40].
3.4 Design Models for Security Improvements
The last category of this section consists of studies that focused on security problems of cloud
storages and provided methods to mitigate these issues. The majority of studies in this part
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discussed about cryptographic mechanisms to provide secure data storage solutions.
Lockbox [57]introduced a method for protecting privacy and ensuring security in cloud stor-
age environments that relayed on encryption methods.
In [64] a role-based encryption method had been presented, this method employed for or-
ganizations that want to store sensitive data. It has been tailored to be used in hybrid cloud.
The solution in this article [31] is a cryptographic technique for public cloud. This article [47]
investigated the existing cryptographic techniques in cloud storages. Moreover, other studies
[60],[42] consist of literature focused on efficient cryptography mechanisms in cloud infras-
tructure and storages. Beside, cryptographic methods, there are several studies that presented
methods for data integrity for example, in [49], [50], [56], [59],[13].
4 Research Strategy
“I don’t understand a thing about this world: about people, and why they do the things
they do. The more I find out, the more I uncover, the more I know, the less I understand.”
—Craig Silvey, Jasper Jones
The main goal of this thesis is to introduce a solution that enables user-friendly data handling
based on assigned trust levels to storage solutions in a distributed data storage environment
and classified trust levels of data. While we have this conceptual solution in mind, for extract-
ing the detail requirements our system, we identified that understanding user behaviour and
preferences is essential step for this thesis. Therefore, a survey study was employed and the
collected data and its analysis is summarized in this chapter.
4.1 Objective
The main goal of having survey is to find out the behavior of the users in the context of data
storage and how they use public cloud storage. In addition, find out what are data classification
schema from user perspective. In general, this survey intend to find out answers to the main
following questions:
• How many categories users would prefer to divide their data storages?
• What are the sensitivity levels of data for users?
• What are users opinion about our conceptual (proposal) system for trust level based data
storage?
• What are the criteria that people use to categorize their data?
4.2 Survey Design
According to [1] “the survey is a non-experimental design that uses a series of written and
verbal prompts/ items to quantify the personal opinions, beliefs, and ideas from a group of
respondents. The survey instrument (typically questionnaire or interview schedule) translates
unobservable content (e.g., beliefs) into numerical or other empirical referents into order to
observe patterns across a group of respondents.”
Surveys have a wide variety of purposes and they can be conducted in many ways – over
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the telephone, by mail, email, online or in person. Among these types of surveys, this survey
was based on questionnaires that were conducted online. The rationale behind this choice to
collect data over online questionnaire was that this method allows to obtain a large amount
of data from a relatively large group of people within a reasonable time period and without
great expense [52]. Therefore, the online survey via questionnaire truly met the requirements
to perform this study.
This survey was designed and developed mainly by following the standard approach by
Salant and Dillman [52] p.11. The design of questionnaire was based on simplicity principle
in order to have adequate responses and questions were reviewed by three supervisors, from
both academic and industry area.
There are two different types of questions that are used to conduct a survey, which are closed-
ended questions and open-ended questions [1] p. 213. Closed-ended have explicit response
categories and the open-ended give a chance to respondents to express their opinion in their
own words. In order to have a balance between these two types, the questions of this survey
are a combination of both types. The first also called a structured or fixed response question
and the second is called non-structured or open question.
For this survey to work, the survey was posted online by use of Google online survey tools.
The survey pretested among a group of 7 colleagues. After that, the survey posted in variety
of forums to capture the opinions from both experts and normal users. The survey posted
online in popular social networks. in order to reach more experts, the topic related forums
on LinkedIn, Twitter and related IRC channels were chosen, such as Cloud Security Alliance,
Cloud Computing, Security and Privacy groups and ownCloud. Finally, the survey was posted
to several Facebook pages. In addition, the invitations to participate also send by email to
group of employees of the Deutsche Telekom and the Technical University of Berlin.
The survey was conducted in mid September to beginning of October 2014 and received over
150 responses. The response chart in Figure 4-1 shows a summary of results based on time and
numbers.
Figure 4.1: The response chart based on time and numbers
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4.3 Respondents
As the aim of the survey was to find out users behaviors and opinions, the target respondents
were normal Internet users and users who need to manage their digital data. On the other
hand, to have more accurate results, the survey is also distributed among cloud technology
professionals. Since, the target audiences were the Internet users, posting the questionnaire
online were in the direction of finding the right respondents.
As mentioned earlier, the target respondents were chosen by posting the online survey in
different social networks. As it is shown in the chart of Figure 4-1 the survey distribution, there
are two peak points. It is because of two distribution phases, first one was targeted experts
by distributing the survey over related cloud technology forums and second more focused on
normal users by distribution over Facebook.
4.4 Questionnaire Design
This section explains the rationale behind each question of the questionnaire and how the an-
swers will help to reach the goal of this survey study.
The questionnaire which is called, “Individuals data sensitivity level user experience”, be-
gins with an introduction about the objective and short background. Then in the following,
there are 17 questions, the questionnaire can be found in Appendix 4.
4.4.1 Questions About Respondent Knowledge and Usage Level
These seventeen questions are based on four main parts. The first part of questions (questions
1-4) aimed at understanding the respondent knowledge level of cloud data storage, the usage
patterns, the popular cloud storage and the willingness of users to pay to extra storage. These
questions are important because: first, in general users with different levels of knowledge may
have different understanding of the cloud storage technology. Second, the willingness of peo-
ple to pay and the popular cloud storage are also very important since the analysis of the
results of these questions is affected the requirements and design process of our solution. The
questions are as follows:
1. What is your knowledge level about cloud storage services (like, Dropbox, icloud ) Check
all that apply.
• 1. I have no Idea what it is
• 2. I heard about it, but not used it at all (please go to question 2)
• 3. I know it and use them, (please continue from question 3 )
2. If not, could you specify why? Check all that apply.
• I do not need extra storage
• They are not trustworthy
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• Other:
3. Which of this public cloud storage you are using? Mark only one oval per row. Yes No
• GoogleDrive
• Dropbox
• iCloud
• OneDrive
• Box
• Others
4. Have you ever paid for additional online storage in any of these? Check all that apply.
• Yes
• No
4.4.2 Questions About User Awareness
The second part aimed at understanding users perceived about their personal data, their con-
cern level about different types of data, user awareness about private cloud services and getting
the general impression users on public cloud services. These part is consist of question 5 to 9,
question 5 and 7 are followed by an open-end question to have more explanation. Question
8 asked respondents to explain their reasons that intend to evaluate the privacy level concern
and awareness. Moreover, these questions are considered to be placed in this part because they
prepared respondents’ minds for the next and main part of survey.
The questions are as follows:
5. Do you store the below information in the cloud storage, if not could you specify why
not? Mark only one oval per row. Yes No
• Financial data and banking document
• Governmental (ID numbers, ..)
• Health Document
• Personal Images
• Personal Video
• Backup of your hard drive
6. Why not, please specify your reason for each?
7. Do you use any private (cloud) storage service? Mark only one oval per row. Yes No
• Network Attached Storage (NAS)
• Wuala
• ownCloud
• other
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8. If you checked "other option" in previous question, could you specify which service?
9. What is your general feeling about public cloud storage? Check all that apply.
• I feel completely safe to use public services and send personal data to them
• I think public services show concerns to my data, but there is a small risk that my
data is modified by third parties
• Public storage does not have good reputation at all
4.4.3 Questions About Data Classification Preferences
The main part of this survey is the questions related directly to our target service. This part
consists of question 10 to 14. As mentioned earlier, to find out the detail requirements for our
services it is essential to figure out what is the behavior of users in categorization and organi-
zation of their data. This part aimed to understanding what are the criteria for classification of
data, the numbers of categories they would like to divide their data according to their sensitiv-
ity toward data and the users preferences to store data in different storage ( e.g. a combination
of public and private storage). Answers to these questions are essential road map to design the
details of proposal service model.
The questions are as follows:
10. How do you prefer to categorize and organize your digital files? Check all that apply.
• Based on content ( Holiday, ..)
• Based on data type, e.g audio, video,..
• Based on date, e.g September 2010
• Based on relative importance
• Based on frequency of use
• Based on average file size (in megabytes or gigabytes)
• Other:
11. Do you store your data in different places based on your categorization? for example
different drives of hard disk, different hard disks, ... Mark only one oval.
• Yes
• No
12. If you want to classify your personal data, to how many groups you would like to divide
it? [according to its sensibility]?
• Personal data e.g. financial data, health, banking, government ID numbers, images,
video
• Check all that apply.
• Two groups
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• Three groups
• Four groups
• Other:
13. Could you give a name to each group?
14. According to your defined sensitivity groups, where would you like to store your data?
Check all that apply.
• store all groups on my local device
• A combination of my local hard drive and one public storage
• A combination of my local hard drive and more than one public storage
• Store all in public clouds
• Other:
4.4.4 Questions About User Feedback
The last part, question 15 and 16 intends to realize users’ opinions about the proposal solution
model of this research for trust level based data storage among a combination of public and
private cloud data storage. Understanding the fact that users prefer to use such system and
their opinions about it usefulness is important steps for development of this system. Finally,
the last one is a single question, this question try to figure out the relation between general
interest of users in technology and the way they treat their data.
The questions are as follows:
15. What is your opinion about a platform with facility for combining and managing your
storage from multiple providers? Check all that apply.
• It won’t be useful
• It could be useful
• It meets my need exactly
16. Could you specify your reason?
17. What do you feel about new information technologies in general? Check all that apply.
• Among my peers I am usually the first to try out new information technologies
• If I heard about a new information technology, I would look for way to experiment
it
• I hesitate to try out new information technologies
• I strongly avoid to try new information technologies
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4.5 Survey Results Analysis
This section presents the results of data collection from questionnaires together with a detail
analysis. The results are based on 153 responses that fully completing the questionnaires.
4.5.1 Respondent Knowledge and Usage Level
In the first question that examined the knowledge level of cloud storage services the results are
as follows: I have no idea what it is (1%), I heard about it, but not used it at all ( 11%), and I
know it and use them (85%). The summary of results is shown in Figure 4-2. These results show
that administration of the survey was in a correct way to reach the appropriate target audience.
99% of the participants had the knowledge about cloud storage; therefore, their opinions are
valid inputs for the survey.
Figure 4.2: Result of knowledge level about cloud storage service
The second and third questions were connected to the first one. The second questions asked
from 11% of respondents, who had the knowledge of cloud storage but are not use it, the
reason behind not using them. The results are as follows: 7 respondents checked that they
do not need extra storage, 11 responses which mention the reason that cloud storage are not
trustworthy. This results shows that among who are not using cloud storages 60% have concern
about trustworthy, which strengthening the requirements of our proposed systems. The rest of
responses are 38 % of users who have low consumptions of data storage.
The third question asked the 85 % of respondents who use these services to find out the most
popular cloud data storage. The summary of results depicted in Figure 4-3. These comparison
is based on top five popular cloud storage [14, 12] GoogleDrive, Dropbox, iCloud, Box. As it
shows in the chart in Figure 4-3 Dropbox with 127 (83 %) responses and Google Drive with 106
(69%) are the top two popular storage among the others. These results are considered for the
development phase of our proposed solution.
Answers to the fourth question shows that only 12 percentages of users paid for online stor-
age in general and 86 percentages never paid for additional online storage in any case. This
result declares that a combination of the storage in order to use the free capacity of each stor-
age service would be an ideal solution for users who have no desire for extra expenses.
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 Figure 4.3: Top five popular cloud storages’ usages
4.5.2 User Awareness
In this part, in question 5 the respondents decided for 5 categories of data to store in cloud
storage or not. The results are as follows: users have the least interest to store financial data
and banking document in the cloud with 20 % tendencies, the rest are listed respectively from
least to most interest. Health document 24 %, governmental 29%, storing of backs of from local
drivers 35 %, personal videos 59 % and personal images 78 %. The summary of the results
from this question is provided in Figure 4-4. The differences in the results shows that users are
very concern about storing different types data and this in the rationale behind our proposed
solution to make this process of storing different categories of data to desire locations faster
and easier. It also makes clear that sensitivity levels of data types are various among users and
our trust level based storage solution would be fit into these needs of users.
Furthermore, questions 6 asked users to specify their reasons of avoiding data storage in
public cloud. There were 82 responses to this question, and these keywords, security, privacy,
safety and trust were repeated over 90 % of the answers. It is also worth to mention that
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 Figure 4.4: Tendencies to store different categories of data in public cloud storage
in reviewing the responses to this question, there were several replays that users said they
do not have any digital documents that relates to government, health or financial which is
because of the different digital lifestyle between countries. In conclusion, according to these
facts, privacy and security are major concerns of respondents who avoid public clouds for
specifics files which was conforming to our assumption and finding of related studies.
The next questions (number 7-8) provided interesting results; the numbers of users who
are familiar and using local storage or private cloud solution are calculated. Among these
solutions, there most popular ones were listed in the questionnaire, Network Attach Storage
(NAS), Wuala and Owncloud. The results are listed here, 20% of the respondents uses NAS, 13
% use ownCloud, and 2% use Wuala and 4% use other private solutions. These other solutions
which are mentioned in the next open-end question by users are, Evernote, Tresorit, their own
server and IntelCloud inhouse SSD base solution.
In the next question users’ general feelings about public storage was examined. The results
are as follows and summary of them is in Figure 4-5:
• I feel completely safe to use public services and send personal data to them, 10 %
• I think public services show concerns to my data, but there is a small risk that my data is
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modified by third parties, 63 %
• Public storage does not have good reputation at all, 29%
Figure 4.5: Users’ general feelings about public storage
In general, these results were according to our expectation and assumption, since around
40% of the respondents also uses private solutions, our proposed solution will be helpful by
providing hybrid cloud computing as a feature to our introduced solution to the users.
4.5.3 Data Classification Preferences
This part consists of 5 questions, from 10-14. Question 10 asked about users’ preferences in
categorization of their digital data. The results are as follows:
• 74 % of respondents were categorized their data based on content ( e.g holidays, business,
homework),
• 48% based on data type (e.g audio, video, documents,
• 41 % based on data,
• 15% based on relative importance,
• 15 % based on frequency of use,
• 1 % based on average file size and
• 7% of respondents chose other criteria.
Figure 4-6 depicted these results.
After realizing how respondents classified their data, their willingness in storing these cat-
egories in various places was the subject of the next question. 75 percentages of respondents
have positive opinions about storing their digital files in several places and 24 % were negative
Figure 4-7 shows a pie chart of this result.
Question 12 and 13 asked the respondents their behavior to distinguish their data sensitivity.
Question 12 examined the numbers of groups that users prefer and the results was
• 18% chose 2 groups
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Figure 4.6: Data categorization
Figure 4.7: Pie chart of users willingness to save files in different places
• 28% three groups
• 37% four groups
• 16% prefers other numbers
Figure 4-8 shows that the largest group is 37 % that chose to have four levels to store their
data. In order to validate the results of question 12, in question 13 asked users to specify
their chosen group by given a name to each group. There were 99 responses to this open-
ended question. Among them 65 responses mentioned names for their three or four desired
categories. Although, 37 % of respondents chose to have four groups, only 16 respondents
gave names to their favorites four categories and 49 respondents gave names to their three
different levels.
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Figure 4.8: Number of groups users prefer to have for their categorized data
Analyzing these 16 respondents declared that majority of these four categories had over-
lapped, for example by looking at these samples responses, ‘private, photos, music, formal
stuff ‘and this ‘important, less important, not important, removable ‘, in these samples the four
categories are not clear enough. But the responses to three categories were more logical than
four. Table 1 shows some sample answers to question 13. From these results, we can ratiocinate
that respondents who chose three groups were more accurate in responding in these question.
Everyone take it Kind of private For my eyes only
Must haves Nice to haves Good to haves
Private Cloud friendly Too large for cloud
Finance Pictures Children
Personal For friends Public
Private Wwork Shares
Table 4.1: Sample answers for naming the data categories
Finally, the last question in this part aimed to understanding where users’ preference location
is to store their defined sensitivity levels of data. The results to this question are as follows:
• Store all groups on my local device 31%
• A combination of my local hard drive and a public storage (e.g. my hard drive and one
cloud storage) 33%
• A combination of my local hard drive and more public storages (e.g. my hard drive and
two different cloud storage) 25%
• Store all in public clouds 4 %
• Other 10%
These results are gathered in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4.9: Where to store categorized data
4.5.4 Users’ Feedback
In this part introduced solution of this research study has been pre-evaluated by collecting
opinions of the respondents about the idea behind the proposal service. One of the elementary
design principles of the proposed model is the combination of storage from multiple providers,
which is questioned here. Only 20 % of respondents marked that this services will not be a
useful services, 67 % marked that it could be useful and the rest of respondents answered that
this services could meet their exact needs, Figure 4-10 shows these results.
Figure 4.10: Users opinion about the idea behind the proposal service of this research study
In the next question, asking respondents to specify their reasons behind their opinion of
usefulness of such a system. 68 responses wrote more details about their opinion, for instance,
the reason for not using such a system mainly were: unable to trust an unknown providers,
single point of failure and avoiding tiresome management, etc. In addition, the main reason to
show interest in this feature were: better overview and organization, saving time and efforts,
increase effectiveness.
In general, having over 80% positive reactions to having a platform with the combination
of multiple provider was another motivation and supporting for our proposed services. The
questionnaire end up with a departed questions, which also important since it shows us the
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interested of our target groups to experience new technologies. As the result shows,
• 29 % are highly interested in trying new technologies,
• 67 % are looking to ways to experiment new things,
• 14% are less interested for new information technologies
• 2 % are avoiding new technologies
This results also very important since it shows the validity of our evaluation of the target
respondents. For sure, people with enthusiasm toward new technologies are the right target
toward having the opinion for design system.
4.6 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter discussed details of survey administration to find out the exact requirements for
our introduced solutions. After analyzing the results, the main answers to main questions were
highlighted. Users would prefer to divide their data storages to four different levels. Dropbox
and Google Drive and iCloud are considered the top three public cloud storages to mount as
external storages for our solution.
5 Prototype Development
“knowing is not enough,we must apply
willing is not enough,we must do..”
—Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
This chapter is set out in details the development of a prototype for our introduced solu-
tion for trust level based cloud storage. The software development process of the prototype,
requirements specification, design principles and fine detail of implementation are gathered in
this chapter.
5.1 Objective
The aim of this chapter is to develop a prototype system based on a method for trust level-
based data storage. According to the basic concept of our study, a survey questionnaire was
administered and the results were presented in the previous chapter. After having the basic
requirements of our intended system, the details requirements had been gotten from the results
and analysis of the survey study.
For the ease of use, in the rest of this chapter, this prototype is called Color Drive.
5.2 Requirements
The requirement of Color Drive consists of two main parts, the basic requirement that intro-
duced in the starting point of the project and the complementary requirements that gathered
from survey study.
5.2.1 Basic Requirements
As described above, the main goal of Color Drive is to provide the functionality to have trust-
level based data storages and access. In addition to this, there are several basic requirements
that this prototype need to fulfill. These basic requirements were mainly retrieved from task
description of this thesis study. A list of these requirements is in the following:
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1. Security and confidentiality:The ability to store, exchange and share data in a secure way
2. Privacy-level awareness technique to data storage
3. Support of multiple users
4. Support of user groups ( data sharing)
5. Provide the feature to have multiple level of trust
6. Enable user to set up the trust-level of storage location
7. Easy to use and intuitive user interface
8. Capability to implement in resource constrained devices ( e.g. Raspberry Pi) 1
5.2.2 Complementary Requirements
Analyzing the survey results and users preferences leaded to have more details of the require-
ments, First of all, Color Drive needs to supports up to four levels of trust based. Second, for
these levels besides users’ own premises additional storages have been chosen by their popu-
larity ranks.
5.2.3 Basic Functional Principle
According to our requirements list, Color Drive performs data storage based on users ‘classifi-
cation of data and the assigned trust levels of each group of data. In order to have an intuitive
user interface and easy to use system the trust level storage locations are specified by specific
colors. An example interpretation of colors is explained here; however, this explanation is ac-
cording to each user’s preference and can be assigned completely differently to each user.
• Green: storage of data in own premises
• Yellow: storage of data in trusted locations
• Blue: storage of encrypted data in public cloud
• Red: storage of data in non-trusted locations
This assigning of colors to different storages needs to be done once by users. After that, users
just need to selects the colors and users do not need to decide in which data storage location
the data will be stored. As shown in Figure 5-1 Color Drive provides a multi-platform access
management system and give the opportunity to users to configure and manage between these
platforms. Once the users set these trust levels by assigning colors then uploading files is based
on choosing colors, Figure 5-2 demonstrates the intuitive user interfaces where users needs to
play only with colors instead of names. Figure 5-1 and 5-2 are example demonstrations of three
levels and three colors.
1 Raspberry Pi is a small single-board computer, http://www.raspberrypi.org/
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Figure 5.1: A overall visualization of the concept behind Color Drive prototype
Figure 5.2: An intuitive user interfaces where users selects colors
5.3 Requirement Analysis
Considering the goal of this thesis work, developing our system from scratch is out of scope of
this work. Therefore, we need to choose among open source on-premise cloud data storages
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which are able to satisfy the basic requirements of the Color Drive. After precise reviewing of
available solutions, ownCloud has been chosen. A minute detail of this comparison between
available solutions is summarized in a table in appendix 3. According to that table, ownCloud
2 had been selected based on better reputation, availability and also the following reasons.
• ownCloud is open source and free
• ownCloud provide Encryption features which help us to have a reasonable level of con-
fidentiality
• ownCloud can be implemented in wide range of operating systems, such as Mac, Win-
dows, Linux and Raspberry Pi. As mentioned in basic requirements, the ability to run in
Raspberry Pi is also important.
• ownCloud support multiple users and user groups
• ownCloud community provides acceptable documentation and their forums and IRC
channels are actively responding to developer’s problems. And it is in actively devel-
opment phase. They regularly provided new updates and new versions.
• According to 3 ownCloud has a highest popularity rank among others
• The ability to support the communication with other storages
In addition to this, a detail description of the ownCloud is provided in the following section.
5.3.1 owncloud Overview
ownCloud is a software system for file hosting, data storage and data synchronization. It pro-
vides the facility of storage as a service features for private cloud computing, in order words
ownCloud provides the same facility as Dropbox, and enable access to data from any device
but important difference being that it can be installed and operated in personal server without
storage capacity limitations.
The ownCloud software package is parted into two related partition, ownCloud server soft-
ware and client software. The ownCloud server mainly consists of PHP code which hosted by
a web server. It mainly runs on Apache servers but it is possible to install it in other servers as
well such as Microsoft Internet Information Server, Nginx, Lighttpd, Yaws, and Hiawatha. The
database for installing metadata including access rights, shared files information (are SQLite,
MySQL and PsotgreSQL which can be changed depend on installations size for smaller. As
described before, ownCloud can be run in wide range of operating systems, various versions
of Linux, Raspian, Windows, and Mac. In the ownCloud server software in addition to core
features, a list of additional features can be added to it by installing internal and third party
“Apps”, for instance server side encryption, ability to mount external storage (storage from
other providers) and file versioning. Developing third party Apps make it possible to extend
the ownCloud functionalities and tailored it according to ones needs. The ownCloud software
uses a Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture with additional Hooks that enable providing
2 owncloud.org
3 alternativeto.net
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further functionalities. [45, 38, 23]
On the other hand, the ownCloud client software has a web interface and several desktop
and mobile clients to access to stored content. Moreover, it has a WebDAV interfaces to ac-
cess file system for other standard-based tools. Figure 5-3 shows snapshot of ownCloud web
interfaces.
Figure 5.3: An example of ownCloud web Interface
5.4 Design
This section takes into consideration the requirements from previous section and identifies the
specific design for the developing the prototype. In the design process the specifications of the
Color Drive artifact is created in a way that the system could be able to fulfill all of its primary
requirements and accomplish the thesis goal.
From the requirements it has been possible to find out two main features to be added to
ownCloud to accomplish the mission. First the ability to assign colors to external storages and
the ability to select security levels in the file uploading phase. These activity diagrams in the
following figure 5-4 and 5-5 show the overall flow controls need to be implemented.
After examine the ownCloud architecture and structure in detail, the exact points for starting
the development of Color Drive were recognized. Figure 5-6 shows the overall structure of the
ownCloud file system. In order to add the two desired features, manipulating codes in two
identified ownCloud internal applications is necessary, which are "Files" and “External Storage
Support". Former is responsible for file and folder handling and latter performs mounting
external storage to ownCloud file system. These applications are located in the "files" and
’files-external" folders in "apps" folder of ownCloud. Figure 5-7 and 5-8 show the layout of
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Figure 5.4: Activity diagram for assigning colors to external storages
ownCloud ’files’ and ’files-external’ apps.
5.5 Implementation
This section focus on how to implement the defined designed in the previous section. The
prototype will be implemented as an extension of ownCloud, since the ownCloud is written in
PhP, the rest of implementation is in PhP together with, Javascript, jQuery, Ajax, HTML CSS.
The environment specification for the implementation phase is summarized in the following
Table 5-1. In the beginning the implementation was in ownCloud version 6 and it upgrade to
the latest version at the time of writing that was 7.0.02. In the implementation phase ownCloud
was hosted in a standard LAMP stack environment (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PhP) on Linux
machine with Ubuntu 14.04 operating system with Apache webserver 2.2 and MySQL 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Activity diagram for selecting security levels in the file uploading phase
Operating System Ubuntu 14.04
Web Server Apache 2.2
Database Server MySQL 5.1.61
ownCloud Version 7
Table 5.1: The environment specification for Implementation phase
5.5.1 Implementation limitations
As it mentioned previously, the respondents chose to have four levels of trusts. In the other
hand, Dropbox, Google Drive and iCloud, as top three popular public cloud storages were
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Figure 5.6: The overall structure of the ownCloud file system
selected to add to our solution. Each external storage have to be implemented separately since
they have every cloud storage has its own specification. The implementation of adopting each
of this public storage with our system requires considerable time and efforts. Due to our time
limitation for this master thesis only Dropbox and Google Drive are adopted to be the Color
Drive implementation.
5.5.2 Persisting of Users Configuration
One of an important issues to implementing our prototype is handling each user’s configu-
ration. ownCloud 7 provides a mechanism for saving configuration data. These data can be
saved as global, app and user settings:
1. System values: The global configuration can be saved, read and modified in "config/con-
fig.php".
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Figure 5.7: The layout of ownCloud ‘files’ application
2. App values: Application settings can be saved in the database as app values.
3. User values: User specific settings also are saved in the database.
The third type of configuration values are utilized to save trust level colors and its target
external storage for each user specific settings. "ConfigService" is a utility class in ownCloud
which handles getting and setting user values several times in our implementation.
5.5.3 Assigning Colors to Mounted External Storages
In this section the implementation of assigning a trust level color for mounted external storages
to ownCloud is explained. To make the steps more clear the activity diagram from design
section is expanded here in Figure 5-9.
In this section the implementation of assigning a trust level color for mounted external stor-
ages to ownCloud is explained. As mentioned earlier, the "External storage mount" is used
for mounting and unmounting external storages. The target external storages for this imple-
mentation are Google Drive and DropBox. ownCloud itself is considered as one of the storage
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Figure 5.8: The layout of ownCloud ’files-external’ application
which can get a color; whereas it is not shown in the list of external storages, in the first step
it is required to add ownCloud in a list and enable to select a color for that. Although, in this
implementation the highest trust level for ownCloud is required, since all other storage action
is based on it, to show a complete proof of concept this ability to assigned the desire color to
ownCloud is also added to Color Drive prototyping.
In the "template" folder consists of of setting file, "settings.php", which adds visual compo-
nents for mounting external storages. This list is only for "externals" but because ownCloud is
an internal storage, it is added as "Internal storage" title. The HTML code of this can be found
in appendix 1-part 1.
The "js" folder contains settings.js which adds required event handler and functionality to
setting.php template file. The logic for assigning a color to a drive is according to activity in
figure 5-9 diagram. If a color is already selected for a storage it will be displayed in front of the
storage and the drop-down for color selection is disabled. If there is no color selected for drive
then drop-down is enabled. The corresponding script for this part is added to appendix part 2.
To be able to share and reuse the code for assigning, removing and checking trust level col-
ors, "colorsConfigUtility.js" is developed. It interacts with "colorsConfig.php" through ajax calls
and provides the required functionality. For example, if a selected color is already assigned to
another drive an error message will be displayed to the user. The script code of "colorsCon-
figUtility.js" is as follow. The "colorsConfig.php" is attached in appendix part 3.
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Figure 5.9: Detail activity diagram for assigning a trust level color for mounted external storages
Listing 5.1: "colorsConfigUtility.js"part one
1 <script >
2 var colorsConfigUtility = {
3 colorHandler: function(mountPoint , selectedColor) {
4 $colors = $.ajax({
5 url: this.getAjaxUrl(’colorsConfig ’),
6 data: {
7 mountPoint : mountPoint ,
8 selectedColor : selectedColor ,
9 }
10 }).done(function(response) {
11 if (response.data.exist) {
12 OC.Notification.show(" " + selectedColor + " is already selected for
another storage ("+ response.data.value +"). Select another color.")
;
13 setTimeout(function () {
14 OC.Notification.hide();
15 }, 3000);
16 } else {
17 OC.Notification.show("Successfuly assigned " + selectedColor + " to " +
mountPoint);
18 setTimeout(function () {
19 OC.Notification.hide();
20 }, 2000);
21 }
22 });
23 },
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Listing 5.2: "colorsConfigUtility.js"part two
1 removeMountPointColor: function(mountPoint) {
2 $colors = $.ajax({
3 url: this.getAjaxUrl(’colorsConfig ’),
4 data: {
5 mountPointToRemove : mountPoint
6 }
7 }).done(function(response) {
8 OC.Notification.show("Successfuly removed " + mountPoint);
9 setTimeout(function () {
10 OC.Notification.hide();
11 }, 2000);
12 });
13 },
14
15 getAjaxUrl: function(action , params) {
16 var q = ’’;
17 if (params) {
18 q = ’?’ + OC.buildQueryString(params);
19 }
20 return OC.filePath(’files_external ’, ’ajax’, action + ’.php’) + q;
21 }
22 };
23 </script >
On removing an external drive, the assigned color also will be removed to be able to add that
to another storage. This also is handled in "settings.js".
The "setting.php" template file includes all available options for adding external storages
such as "Amazon S3 and compliant", "OpenStack Object Storage" and some more. The security
level color should be available to select for Dropbox and Google Drive, so it can not be added
to "setting.php" as a general option for all storage types.
In the "js" folder, there are two javascript files Dropbox.js and googledrive.js which handles
mounting storages for Dropbox and google. The visual component (drop-down) is added in
these files.
The logic for assigning a color to a new added external storage of type Dropbox and Google
Drive is the same as ownCloud. All of these scripts can be found in appendix 1 part 4.
Figure 5-10 shows the web interface result of this implementation.
5.5.4 Select Trust levels When Uploading Files
In this section the implementation details for uploading files is presented, in this part also the
activity diagram from design section is expanded to make the steps more clear Figure 5-11
shows this activity diagram.
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Figure 5.10: Screen-shot for assigning colors when mounting external storages
Figure 5.11: A detail activity diagram for selecting trust levels when uploading files
As in all ownCloud applications, template files contains views. The "list.php" is target file
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for adding new visual components. Three new components are added to this file: "Settings"
button, "Settings" dialog window which is displayed by pressing "Settings" button, and "Secu-
rity Level" dialog window which is opened after selecting a file to upload. The following is
code snippet for setting component, the code for others can be found in the appendix 1 part 5.
Styling files also are located in css folder, the styling lines that are added to upload.css are also
added in appendix 1.
Listing 5.3: Code for setting dialog
1
2 <div id="settings_dlg" title="Settings" style="display:none">
3 <p>Selected target storage for each security level</p>
4 <li id="green">
5 <label>Green Level</label>
6 <div class="to-right"><label id="green_drp" class="mount -point">Not Assigned </
label ></div>
7 </li>
8 <li id="yellow">
9 <label>Yellow Level</label>
10 <div class="to-right"><label id="yellow_drp" class="mount -point">Not Assigned </
label ></div>
11 </li>
12 <li id="red">
13 <label>Red Level</label>
14 <div class="to-right"><label id="red_drp" class="mount -point">Not Assigned </
label ></div>
15 </li>
16 </div>
After adding the visual components, the relevant classes that are involved in uploading files
process to customize them according to our needs are figure out. The following the detail
of implementation is described. All javascript files are placed in js folder, for uploading files
"file-upload.js" interacts with ‘blueimps’ jQuery file upload library (jQuery File Upload Plu-
gin 5.32.2) to provide file uploading functionality. It contains required methods and handlers
for different actions for instance: adding files for upload, canceling uploading files, handling
conflicts between files and Etc.
For adding new files there is an add method, it is needed to modify this function to display
"Security Level dialog" before passing files for upload. To run ownCloud smoothly, first all col-
ors are checked to have a corresponding external storage, if all colors have values then "Security
Level dialog" will be displayed else the normal upload flow of ownCloud will be followed and
uploaded files are added to current path.
To check all colors, an ajax call is made to config.php which is responsible for retrieving
external storages assigned to each color. When all colors are set then the "Security Level dialog"
will be displayed and selected color is kept. There is another method as "submit" method which
submits all added files for uploading. The selected color is passed as one of the parameters in
ajax request to the ‘upload.php’ file.
Another part of "file-upload.js" which runs right after the ‘Files’ application starts, is an ajax
call which gets all colors and assigned values to be displayed on "Settings" dialog. The follow-
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ing piece of JavaScript codes shows these calls.
Listing 5.4: ajax call to get all colors and assigned values to be displayed on "Settings" dialog
1
2 <script >
3 // *** get selected color info to display
4 $colors = $.ajax({
5 url: getAjaxUrl(’config ’),
6 data: {
7 }
8 }).done(function(response) {
9 console.log(response.data);
10 if (response.data.green !== "") {
11 console.log(response.data.green);
12 $(’#green_drp ’).text(( response.data.green == "/") ? "ownCloud" : response.data
.green);
13 }
14 if (response.data.yellow !== "") {
15 $(’#yellow_drp ’).text(( response.data.yellow == "/") ? "ownCloud" : response.
data.yellow);
16 }
17 if (response.data.red !== "") {
18 $(’#red_drp ’).text(( response.data.red == "/") ? "ownCloud" : response.data.red
);
19 }
20
21 $(’#settings_dlg ’).dialog ({
22 autoResize: false ,
23 autoOpen: false ,
24 position: ’center ’,
25 draggable: true ,
26 minWidth: 500,
27 buttons: {
28 "Close": function () {
29 $(this).dialog("close");
30 }
31 }
32 });
33 });
34
35 function getAjaxUrl(action , params) {
36 return OCA.Files.Files.getAjaxUrl(action , params);
37 };
38
39 $(’#settings_btn ’).click(function () {
40 $(’#settings_dlg ’).dialog(’open’);
41 });
42 </script >
To clarify more "upload.php" and "config.php" are reviewed here. "upload.php" handles
uploading files on server side. It receives selected color for each file (if any) and then gets
corresponding external storage path for that and uses that path to upload files. As mentioned
before, "ConfigService" is an inner class in "upload.php" and helps to retrieve assigned external
storage path to each color. The “class ConfigService” can be find out in the following PHP code.
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Listing 5.5: class ConfigService hadeling configuration per user
1 <?php
2 class ConfigService {
3
4 private $config;
5 private $appName;
6
7 public function __construct(IConfig $config , $appName){
8 $this ->config = $config;
9 $this ->appName = $appName;
10 }
11
12 public function getUserValue($userId , $key) {
13 return $this ->config ->getUserValue($userId , $this ->appName , $key);
14 }
15 public function setUserValue($userId , $key , $value) {
16 $this ->config ->setUserValue($userId , $this ->appName , $key , $value);
17 }
18 }
19 ?>
For handling user configuration we add config.php. The "config.php" file is an added file in
ajax directory. It contains the required functionality for checking whether all colors are set and
getting values for each color. The rest of the code for this part is attached in appendix part 6.
The following screen-shots in figure 5-12 and 5-13 shows the web interface for setting button
and uploading files.
Figure 5.12: Setting button to display user configurations
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Figure 5.13: Screen shot upload file procedure
5.5.5 Runs on Raspberry Pi
After successfully developing Color Drive, the software artifact also run on Raspberry pi. After
installing ownCloud on Raspberry Pi, it works completely on it.
5.6 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter the specification of the development process of a prototype artifact is presented.
The screen shots of the developed artifact presented at the end that are demonstrated a proof
to the proposed concept.

6 Evaluation
“What is now proved was once only imagined.”
— William Blake
In this chapter the requirements elicited in previous chapter are compared to the result of
the implementation part in order to evaluate the developed prototype and demonstrate the
soundness of our solution.
6.1 Requirements
In order to do the evaluation based on requirement specification of the prototype, the list of the
requirements are recapped in the following:
1. Security and confidentiality:The ability to store, exchange and share data in a secure way
2. Privacy-level awareness technique to data storage
3. Support of multiple users
4. Support of user groups (data sharing)
5. Provide the feature to have multiple level of trust
6. Enable user to set up the trust-level of storage location
7. Easy to use and intuitive user interface
8. Capability to implement in resource constrained devices (e.g. Raspberry Pi)
9. Color Drive needs to supports different levels of trust
10. For these levels besides users’ own premises two additional storages have been chosen
which are Dropbox and Google Drive.
6.2 Features of ownCloud
To develop a proof of concept to our novel trust level based data storage, we have chosen
owncloud, an open source software project. OwnCloud feature lists are gathered in this part, in
order to compare our requirements and owncloud features. These features have been gathered
from ownCloud documentations [2].
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• Access to data: Store files, folders, contacts, photo galleries, calendar, etc on the server of
your choice, Later you can access it from mobile, desktop, or web browser.
• Sync data: In the world of gadgets, a normal person has tablet, smart phone, laptop, etc.
ownCloud lets you sync all your files, contacts, photo, calendar, etc synced among the
devices.
• Share data: In the era of sharing via Facebook, Twitter, Google+, etc, ownCloud lets you
share your data with others and share them publicly or privately as per your needs.
• Access external storage: Mount external storage to your ownCloud with Dropbox, SWIFT,
FTPs, Google Docs, S3, external WebDAV servers and more.
• Encryption: Enable the encryption app to encrypt data on external storage for improved
security and privacy.
• Easy user interface lets you manage, upload, create user, etc in a very easy fashion.
• The search feature in ownCloud is very responsive which is done in background and lets
user search by name as well as file type.
• Contacts are organised in categories/groups hence easy to access contacts on the basis of
friends, co-worker, family, etc.
• Easy to migrate to/from other ownCloud server.
6.3 Requirements Verification
In the previous section the requirements and ownCloud features were reviewed. This section
compares the result of the implementation to the requirements list, it also take into considera-
tion the ownCloud features.
6.3.1 Security and Confidentiality
The security consideration of our prototype is based on ownCloud security feature. ownCloud
uses encryption to protect data and provide privacy. ownCloud uses encryption in two major
ways: when transferring data to and from the server; and while storing data on an external
server [43]. For encrypted data on ownCloud, it is required to enable the ownCloud “Encryp-
tion app”. One of the main reasons to use the Encryption app is to protect data when they are
stored on the mounted external storage. All data sent to external storages can be encrypted
by the ownCloud server, and upon retrieval, decrypted before sending them back to users or
sharing. The key to decrypt the data stays in the ownCloud server. By this feature of owncloud
“Encryption app” it ensures security and privacy of exchanging data when communicating
with external services like Dropbox and Google Drive.
It is worth to mention that, according to fundamental principles of information security, it
is not feasible to have a system that guarantee security [9] and we are aware of the potential
security issues and vulnerabilites of owncloud [38] and [58]. However, the current level of
security in ownCloud satisfies what we need for this prototype development.
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6.3.2 Privacy-level Awareness Technique to Data Storage
This requirement, to aware users about their privacy is fulfilled when they need to assign colors
to each storage. By this technique users first are aware about privacy and security of each
storages and then have a right to choose among different levels.
6.3.3 Support of Multiple Users and Sharing
These two requirements also are satisfied with ownCloud feature. ownCloud administrators
can manage users and group of users via the web interface with Group Admin feature of own-
Cloud [44]. File sharing that enables sharing by groups, sharing off/on based on groups are
parts of ownCloud. Moreover, admin can force users to set a password or an expiration date
when they create shared links.
The developed solution also supports these requirements, it allows to save different levels
and corresponding storages in a user level by exploiting user level configuration storing of
ownCloud.
6.3.4 Multiple level of Trust and Set up the Trust Level of Storage Location
In the developed artifact, user can have three different storages and assign colors to them.
Therefore, our prototype fulfills having multiple level of trust, since users can give different
colors to different storage according to their individual preferences and have a trust-level based
storage.
6.3.5 Easy to Use and Intuitive User Interface
Choosing only colors and neglecting names, make the interface very user-friendly and intu-
itive. Users only needs to assign colors to each storage ones and after that the only concern is
to remember colors which is straightforward.
6.3.6 Capability to Implement in Resource Constrained Devices
The implementation of provided prototype was tested on Raspberry Pi as a sample of such a
device. An instance of ownCloud was installed on Raspberry and all required changes were
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applied and configured. The ownCloud instance including developed solution worked suc-
cessfully as expected on Raspberry Pi. Therefore the artifact can be enabled on resource con-
strained devices as well.
6.3.7 Supports Different Levels of Trust
As mentioned in previous chapters the provided solution enables to add two types of external
storages which are Google Drive and DropBox instead of four due to our time limitation. Al-
though it is possible to add more types of external devices, currently this solution only works
for these two types. Adding ownCloud itself to this set and considering the fact that each drive
will be assigned a different trust level, the artifact fulfills the requirements to having three levels
of trust.
7 Conclusion
“Knowing too much of your future is never a good thing.”
—Rick Riordan, The Lightning Thief
7.1 Conclusion
The data that is being generated by users is increasing daily and maintaining the personal data
storage hardware is costly. Cloud data storage is getting popular for their user friendly and cost
effective features. On the other hand, user privacy violation is the main obstacle for massive
adoption of cloud storage.
The recent growing interest in both public cloud storage services and private local storages,
is extremely in the demand of the solutions that are focusing on privacy awareness of the users.
Increasing the security and privacy related problems in cloud storages indicates a demand for
an immediate action to improve the security of personal data and to increase privacy aware-
ness.
In this thesis study, a novel trust level based solution for cloud data storage has been intro-
duced. This solution emphasizes in utilizing hybrid cloud technologies. It provides a simple
user interface based on colors and it gives the possibility of selecting the storages places very
easily and efficiently. Finally, with these aforementioned features of our solution, it has a valu-
able source of differentiation among other solution.
In addition, to answer the first research question, “What are the current demands of cloud
storage users?” and to have a detail requirements of our solution a survey study based on
questionnaire had been administered. The questionnaire had been distributed among Internet
users and the results consists of 150 responses have been gathered. After a detail review of the
results, we realized the interest of users to have up to four levels of trust for our trust level
based storage. In addition, we figured out from questionnaire that the top three cloud storages
that users prefer to use are Google Drive and Dropbox and iCloud.
Furthermore, to satisfy the second research question “How to design a system to facilitate
usage of hybrid cloud storage based on the answer to question one?” and after gathering the re-
quirements, the prototype developed based on ownCloud an open source private cloud storage
project. The developed prototype completely fulfilled our requirements.
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7.2 Future Work
The most beneficial identified future work, is to expand the introduced prototype further and
develop an application programming Interface (API) out of it. A RESTful API, specifies a soft-
ware component, with a set of functionalities similar to our prototype independent of own-
Cloud file system which allows developers to use this solution easily. In general, having an
API based on this prototype which provide the same functionalists for assigning trust levels
for accessing data to application providers could make this solution an ideal services.
Furthermore, for continuing this work the ability to give the permission to external appli-
cations, when they request access to data, based on the assigned trust levels is considered as
future work of our solution. For example, give permission to Google photo edit 1 to access
photos of folder which are categorized in yellow trust level.
From implementation point of view, the development of prototype can be expanded to locate
the files to specific target directories of users choice, in the current version the uploaded files
only able to locate in root directory of each storage location. Another improvement could
be the ability to mount and assign colors to more than three levels to give more freedom to
users and the implementation of adding iCloud could be the first next step for implementation
improvement.
In survey improvement, adding interviews with market and science experts can be helpful
to have more complete overviews of users demands.
1 https://support.google.com/plus/answer/1053729?hl=en
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Appendix 1
1 Visual components for Mounting External Storages
1 <h2><?php p($l->t(’Internal Storage ’)); ?></h2>
2 <table id="internalStorage" class="grid" data -admin=’<?php print_unescaped(
json_encode($_[’isAdminPage ’])); ?>’>
3 <thead>
4 <tr>
5 <th></th>
6 <th><?php p($l->t(’Folder name ’)); ?></th>
7 <th><?php p($l->t(’Internal storage ’)); ?></th>
8 <th></th>
9 <?php if ($_[’isAdminPage ’]) print_unescaped(’<th>’.$l->t(’Available for ’)
.’</th>’); ?>
10 <th>&nbsp;</th>
11 </tr>
12 </thead>
13 <tbody>
14 <tr>
15 <td class="status">
16 <span class="success"></span>
17 </td>
18 <td class="mountPoint"><input type="text" name="mountPoint" class="disText
" value="/"/>
19 <td class="mountPoint"><input type="text" name="mountPoint" class="disText
" value="Root Directory"/>
20 <td class ="configuration">
21 <select id = ’root_color_drp ’>
22 <option value=""></option >
23 <option value="red">Red</option >
24 <option value="yellow">Yellow </option >
25 <option value="green">Green</option >
26 </select >
27 </td>
28 </tr>
29 </tbody>
30 </table>
31 <br/>
32 ***************
33 //Style:
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34
35 settings.css
36 <style>
37 #color_drp {
38 margin -left: 100px;
39 width: 150px;
40 }
41
42 #root_color_drp {
43 margin -left: 485px;
44 width: 150px;
45 }
46
47 #internalStorage td.status .success {
48 border -radius: 50%;
49 }
50 </style>
2 Assigning a color to a drive
1 <script >
2 // *** if ownCloud root directory has an assigned color set selected color and
diasble dropdown
3 $.ajax({
4 url: colorsConfigUtility.getAjaxUrl(’colorsConfig ’),
5 data: {
6 mountPoint : ’/’
7 }
8 }).done(function(response) {
9 if (response.data.exist) {
10 console.log(response.data.color);
11 $(’#root_color_drp ’).val(response.data.color).attr(’disabled ’, ’disabled ’)
;
12 } else {
13 console.log(response.data.exist);
14 }
15 });
16 </script >
17
18
19 <script >
20 // *** Add event listener on ownCloud dropdown (# root_color_drp)
21 $(’#internalStorage ’).on(’change ’, ’tbody #root_color_drp ’
22 , function () {
23
24 var mountPoint = "/";
25 var selectedColor = $(’#root_color_drp option:selected ’).val();
26 console.log(selectedColor);
27 console.log(mountPoint);
28
29 if (selectedColor !== "") {
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30 colorsConfigUtility.colorHandler(mountPoint , selectedColor);
31 };
32
33 }
34 );
35 </script >
3 colorsConfig.php:
1 <?php
2 use \OCP\IConfig;
3
4 OCP\JSON:: checkLoggedIn ();
5 \OC::$session ->close();
6 $l = OC_L10N ::get(’files’);
7
8 $user = OC_User :: getUser ();
9 $config = \OC::$server ->getConfig ();
10 $confService = new ConfigService($config , "Files");
11
12 $data = array();
13
14 if (isset($_GET[’color’])) {
15 $data[’value’] = $confService ->getUserValue($user , $_GET[’color’]);
16 if ($data[’value’] == NULL) {
17 $data[’exist’] = false;
18
19 } else {
20 $data[’exist’] = true;
21 }
22 } else if (isset($_GET[’mountPoint ’]) && isset($_GET[’selectedColor ’]) ) {
23
24 $data[’value’] = $confService ->getUserValue($user , $_GET[’selectedColor ’])
;
25
26 if ($data[’value’] == NULL) {
27 $data[’exist’] = false;
28 $confService ->setUserValue($user , $_GET[’selectedColor ’], $_GET[’
mountPoint ’]);
29 } else {
30 $data[’exist’] = true;
31 }
32
33 } else if (isset($_GET[’mountPoint ’])) {
34
35 $data[’exist’] = false;
36 $colors = array("red","yellow","green");
37
38 foreach ($colors as $color) {
39 $mountPoint = $confService ->getUserValue($user , $color);
40 if ($mountPoint == $_GET[’mountPoint ’]) {
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41 $data[’exist’] = true;
42 $data[’color’] = $color;
43 break;
44 }
45 }
46 } else if (isset($_GET[’mountPointToRemove ’])) {
47
48 $data[’exist’] = false;
49 $colors = array("red","yellow","green");
50
51 foreach ($colors as $color) {
52 $mountPoint = $confService ->getUserValue($user , $color);
53 if ($mountPoint == $_GET[’mountPointToRemove ’]) {
54 $data[’exist’] = true;
55 $data[’color’] = $color;
56 $confService ->setUserValue($user , $color , NULL);
57 break;
58 }
59 }
60 }
61
62 OCP\JSON:: success(array(’data’ => $data));
63
64 class ConfigService {
65
66 private $config;
67 private $appName;
68
69 public function __construct(IConfig $config , $appName){
70 $this ->config = $config;
71 $this ->appName = $appName;
72 }
73
74 public function getUserValue($userId , $key) {
75 return $this ->config ->getUserValue($userId , $this ->appName , $key);
76 }
77
78 public function setUserValue($userId , $key , $value) {
79 $this ->config ->setUserValue($userId , $this ->appName , $key , $value);
80 }
81 }
82 ?>
4 Storage Handlers
1 <script >
2 // *** remove selected color for mountPoint if any
3 colorsConfigUtility.removeMountPointColor(mountPoint);
4 </script >
5
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7 google.js:
8 <script >
9 // *** add dropdown to select a color
10 $(this).find(’.configuration ’).append($(’<select ><option value=""></option ><
option value="red">Red </option ><option value=" yellow">Yellow </option ><
option value="green">Green </option ></select >’).attr(’id’, ’color_drp ’));
11 </script >
12
13 dropbox.js:
14 <script >
15 // *** add dropdown to select a color
16 $(this).find(’.configuration ’).append($(’<select ><option value=""></option ><
option value="red">Red </option ><option value=" yellow">Yellow </option ><
option value="green">Green </option ></select >’).attr(’id’, ’color_drp ’));
17 </script >
18
19
20 google.js:
21 <script >
22 // *** get googleDrive mountPoint
23 var googleDriveMountPoint = $(this).find(’.mountPoint input’).val();
24 console.log(googleDriveMountPoint);
25
26 // *** get mountPoint ’s assigned color , if already set then display it on
dropdown and disable it
27 $.ajax({
28 url: colorsConfigUtility.getAjaxUrl(’colorsConfig ’),
29 data: {
30 mountPoint : googleDriveMountPoint
31 }
32 }).done(function(response) {
33 if (response.data.exist) {
34 console.log(response.data.color);
35 thisStorage.find(’#color_drp ’).val(response.data.color).attr(’disabled ’, ’
disabled ’);
36 } else {
37 console.log(response.data.exist);
38 }
39 });
40 </script >
41 <script >
42 // *** Add event listener on #color_drp
43 $(’#externalStorage ’).on(’change ’, ’tbody tr.\\\\OC\\\\ Files \\\\ Storage \\\\
Google #color_drp ’
44 , function () {
45 console.log("$(’# externalStorage ’).on(’change ’, #color_drp");
46
47 var mountPoint = $(this).parent ().parent ().find(’.mountPoint input’).val()
;
48 var selectedColor = $(this).parent ().parent ().find(’#color_drp option:
selected ’).val();
49 console.log(selectedColor);
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50 console.log(mountPoint);
51
52 if (selectedColor !== "") {
53 colorsConfigUtility.colorHandler(mountPoint , selectedColor);
54 };
55
56 }
57 );
58 </script >
59
60 dropbox.js:
61 <script >
62 // *** get dropbox mountPoint
63 var dropboxMountPoint = $(this).find(’.mountPoint input’).val();
64 console.log(dropboxMountPoint);
65
66 // *** get mountPoint ’s assigned color , if already set then display it on
dropdown and disable it
67 $.ajax({
68 url: colorsConfigUtility.getAjaxUrl(’colorsConfig ’),
69 data: {
70 mountPoint : dropboxMountPoint
71 }
72 }).done(function(response) {
73 if (response.data.exist) {
74 console.log(response.data.color);
75 thisStorage.find(’#color_drp ’).val(response.data.color).attr(’disabled ’, ’
disabled ’);
76 } else {
77 console.log(response.data.exist);
78 }
79 });
80 </script >
81
82 <script >
83 // *** Add event listener on #color_drp
84 $(’#externalStorage ’).on(’change ’, ’tbody tr.\\\\OC\\\\ Files \\\\ Storage \\\\
Dropbox #color_drp ’
85 , function () {
86 console.log("$(’# externalStorage ’).on(’change ’, #color_drp");
87
88 var mountPoint = $(this).parent ().parent ().find(’.mountPoint input’).val()
;
89 var selectedColor = $(this).parent ().parent ().find(’#color_drp option:
selected ’).val();
90
91 console.log(selectedColor);
92 console.log(mountPoint);
93
94 if (selectedColor !== "") {
95 colorsConfigUtility.colorHandler(mountPoint , selectedColor);
96 };
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97
98 }
99 );
100 </script
5 Visual components for Uploading files
1 // Settings button
2 <button class="to-right" id="settings_btn">Settings </button >
3
4
5 // Settings dialog
6 <div id="settings_dlg" title="Settings" style="display:none">
7 <p>Selected target storage for each security level</p>
8 <li id="green">
9 <label >Green Level</label >
10 <div class="to-right"><label id="green_drp" class="mount -point">Not Assigned
</label ></div>
11 </li>
12 <li id="yellow">
13 <label >Yellow Level</label >
14 <div class="to-right"><label id="yellow_drp" class="mount -point">Not
Assigned </label ></div>
15 </li>
16 <li id="red">
17 <label >Red Level</label >
18 <div class="to-right"><label id="red_drp" class="mount -point">Not Assigned </
label ></div>
19 </li>
20 </div>
21
22 // Security Level dialog
23 <div id="dialog" title="Security Level" style="display:none">
24 <p>Select security level of selected file(s)</p>
25 <li id="green"><input type="radio" name="radio -btn" value="green" checked="
checked">Green</input ></li>
26 <li id="yellow"><input type="radio" name="radio -btn" value="yellow">Yellow </
input ></li>
27 <li id="red"><input type="radio" name="radio -btn" value="red">Red</input ></li>
28 </div>
29
30 **************************************************************
31 // Add style
32 <style >
33 #dialog{
34 height: 260px;
35 width: 360px;
36 }
37 #dialog li {
38 list -style: none;
39 min -width: 200px;
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40 min -height: 20px;
41 margin -top: 10px;
42 -moz -border -radius: 5px;
43 border -radius: 5px;
44 }
45 #green {
46 background -color: rgba(47, 165, 69, .8);
47 }
48 #yellow {
49 background -color: rgba (242, 244, 65, .8);
50 }
51 #red {
52 background -color: rgba (250, 55, 69, .8);
53 }
54
55 #settings_dlg {
56
57 }
58 #settings_dlg li {
59 list -style: none;
60 min -width: 400px;
61 min -height: 40px;
62 margin -top: 10px;
63 -moz -border -radius: 5px;
64 border -radius: 5px;
65 }
66 #settings_dlg label {
67 font -size: 14px;
68 vertical -align: middle;
69 float: left;
70 padding: 10px 0 0 5px;
71 }
72 #settings_dlg select {
73 float: right;
74 }
75 #settings_btn {
76 min -width: 144px;
77 /*float: right ;*/
78 margin: 6px 10px 0 0;
79 z-index: 100;
80 }
81
82 .to-right {
83 float: right;
84 }
85
86 .to-right label {
87 min -width: 120px;
88 min -height: 30px;
89 max -height: 30px;
90 font -weight: bold;
91 }
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92
93 #controls {
94 width: auto;
95 }
96 </style >
6 File Handlers
1 <script >
2 // *** check if all colors are set ,
3 $colors = $.ajax({
4 url: getAjaxUrl(’config ’),
5 data: {
6 }
7 }).done(function(response) {
8 // *** if success (means all colors are set)
9 if (response.data.success) {
10 // display dialog to select a color for uploaded file
11 $(’#dialog ’).dialog ({
12 autoResize: false ,
13 autoOpen: true ,
14 position: ’center ’,
15 draggable: true ,
16 buttons: {
17 "Upload": function () {
18 color = $(’input[name=radio -btn]: checked ’).val();
19 OC.Upload.checkExistingFiles(selection , callbacks);
20 $(this).dialog("close");
21 },
22 "Cancel": function () {
23 $(this).dialog("close");
24 }
25 }
26 });
27 // *** else do not display select color dialog for uploaded file , do normal
ownCloud upload
28 } else {
29 OC.Upload.checkExistingFiles(selection , callbacks);
30 }
31 });
32 </script >
33
34 <script >
35 data.formData = {
36 requesttoken: oc_requesttoken ,
37 dir: data.targetDir || FileList.getCurrentDirectory (),
38 clr: color ,
39 file_directory: fileDirectory
40 };
41 </script >
42
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43 <script >
44 // *** get selected color info to display
45 $colors = $.ajax({
46 url: getAjaxUrl(’config ’),
47 data: {
48 }
49 }).done(function(response) {
50 console.log(response.data);
51 if (response.data.green !== "") {
52 console.log(response.data.green);
53 $(’#green_drp ’).text(( response.data.green == "/") ? "ownCloud" : response.
data.green);
54 }
55 if (response.data.yellow !== "") {
56 $(’#yellow_drp ’).text(( response.data.yellow == "/") ? "ownCloud" :
response.data.yellow);
57 }
58 if (response.data.red !== "") {
59 $(’#red_drp ’).text(( response.data.red == "/") ? "ownCloud" : response.data
.red);
60 }
61
62 $(’#settings_dlg ’).dialog ({
63 autoResize: false ,
64 autoOpen: false ,
65 position: ’center ’,
66 draggable: true ,
67 minWidth: 500,
68 buttons: {
69 "Close": function () {
70 $(this).dialog("close");
71 }
72 }
73 });
74 });
75
76 function getAjaxUrl(action , params) {
77 return OCA.Files.Files.getAjaxUrl(action , params);
78 };
79
80 $(’#settings_btn ’).click(function () {
81 $(’#settings_dlg ’).dialog(’open’);
82 });
83 </script >
1 <?php
2 // *** get passed color (clr) and retrive its assigned storage
3 $clr = $_POST[’clr’];
4 $user = OC_User :: getUser ();
5 $config = \OC::$server ->getConfig ();
6 $confService = new ConfigService($config , "Files");
7 $dir = $confService ->getUserValue($user , $clr);
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8
9 // *** if assigned storage is null use normal directory
10 // else add "/" to storage to make correct directory path
11 if ($dir === NULL or $dir == NULL) {
12 $dir = isset($_POST[’dir’]) ? $_POST[’dir’] : "";
13 } else if ($dir !== "/") {
14 $dir = "/" . $dir;
15 }
16 ?>
17
18 <?php
19 class ConfigService {
20
21 private $config;
22 private $appName;
23
24 public function __construct(IConfig $config , $appName){
25 $this ->config = $config;
26 $this ->appName = $appName;
27 }
28
29 public function getUserValue($userId , $key) {
30 return $this ->config ->getUserValue($userId , $this ->appName , $key);
31 }
32
33 public function setUserValue($userId , $key , $value) {
34 $this ->config ->setUserValue($userId , $this ->appName , $key , $value);
35 }
36 }
37 ?>
38 \\ config.php
39 <?php
40 use \OCP\IConfig;
41
42 OCP\JSON:: checkLoggedIn ();
43 \OC::$session ->close();
44 $l = OC_L10N ::get(’files’);
45
46 $user = OC_User :: getUser ();
47 $config = \OC::$server ->getConfig ();
48 $confService = new ConfigService($config , "Files");
49
50 $data = array();
51
52
53 $data[’red’] = $confService ->getUserValue($user , "red");
54 $data[’yellow ’] = $confService ->getUserValue($user , "yellow");
55 $data[’green’] = $confService ->getUserValue($user , "green");
56
57 if ($data[’red’] == NULL or $data[’yellow ’] == NULL or $data[’green’] == NUll)
{
58 $data[’success ’] = false;
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59 } else {
60 $data[’success ’] = true;
61 }
62
63
64 OCP\JSON:: success(array(’data’ => $data));
65
66
67 class ConfigService {
68
69 private $config;
70 private $appName;
71
72 public function __construct(IConfig $config , $appName){
73 $this ->config = $config;
74 $this ->appName = $appName;
75 }
76
77 public function getUserValue($userId , $key) {
78 return $this ->config ->getUserValue($userId , $this ->appName , $key);
79 }
80
81 public function setUserValue($userId , $key , $value) {
82 $this ->config ->setUserValue($userId , $this ->appName , $key , $value);
83 }
84 }
85 ?>
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7 Market Overview
Increasing Growth of structured and unstructured data is one of the key driver for file storing and
sharing markets. File storing, sharing and synchronizing is already a growing demand of every
users on the Internet. The demand for sharing content and collaborating with others, using multiple
devices by single users such as smartphone, tablets, laptops, desktop and smart TV as the same time,
reducing office spaces and enabling working from remote location are the main motivations toward
using file sharing and synchronization tools.
Although most of the low cost and free cloud-based storages provide robust functionality, as dis-
cussed in the background section, serious problems that threaten the public cloud storages markets
exist, for example, lack of control over location of data. Therefore, the users demand for high qual-
ity and reliable cloud based storage solutions lead them to use private-cloud based solutions. As
such system are, Network Attached Storage (NAS) devices which are computer storage devices with
network connectivity to provide data sharing for heterogeneous clients. The NAS system users are
dramatically increased.
By considering these facts and changes of users demands, our solution, Color Drive, which provide
a hybrid solution for managing and control of data between popular public cloud storage and local
drivers such as NAS devices will be of particular interest and need of today and future market.
Among several local storage systems, for market analysis we focus only in NAS devices because of
its rising popularity among the others.
8 Key Market Driver
The significant drivers for the cloud based storage market are the mounting growth in the digital-
ization life. By using more digital media and producing more data, the fast growing cloud storage
technologies like personal storage systems and cloud storage solution are helping to store and share
data. The kind of agility, scalability and efficiency and cost affordability of cloud storage make them
essentially practical solutions to use in small, medium and large enterprises. In the previous years,
enterprise were involved in on-premise data storage for massive data handling and storage and back-
ups but, nowadays the these vendors are moving towards cloud based solution either data protection
or achieving in public storage or providing their own private solutions. Additionally, the rising at-
tention for cloud storage data security and privacy issues is the main market drivers towards using
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private data cloud solutions.
9 Market Segmentation
For our market segmentation we consider two market domains of our product. The focus of our
product is the combinations of two major markets. First it is the cloud storage market and the market
of NAS devices.
The cloud-based storage market segmentation is based on type of deployment model, storage
products, services, size of organizations, industrial verticals and geography.
based on deployment model, this market divided into four significant segments that are adopted
by individuals and organization based on their requirement to storage facility and data security. The
four deployment models are:
• Public cloud model
• Private cloud model
• Hybrid cloud model
• Community cloud model
Private cloud storage services are in used in different industry verticals ranging from governments,
insurance,life sciences, retail, research to education, telecommunication, media and energy. The pri-
vate solution is also suitable for large enterprises as well as small business and individual users.
Based on geographical distribution, the cloud computing market broadly is segmented into North
America, Asia Pacific, Japan, Middle East, Latin America, Eastern Europe and Western Europe, and
Africa. Each of these region have different revenue stream and forecast for the cloud markets. In more
specific segmentation, the market can be divided country by country based on based on growth and
high technologies usages of the population. [5]
Based on cloud storage products and components the market is divided into three segments [5]:
1. Hardware: Hardware has the different subcategories: infrastructures, servers, storage systems
and network equipments
2. Software: software are further divided into data replication software, backup and recovery
software, archiving software, security software and storage resource software
3. Services: Services segment includes system and network integration services, deployment of
cloud storage infrastructure, analysis and consulting services, education and training service
The market based on NAS devices as part of private- cloud products can be divided according to
multiple criteria. Each segment has its own requirements based on performance and feature sets.
It is possible to categorize this market in various ways: for example, by application workload type,
workload size, or the vertical industry of the NAS end-user. Features and functionality vary among
the NAS systems suited for each segment. [6]
The NAS market segmentation based on three major criteria are as follow:
• Size and Functionality Differentiators Among Segments: One part of the market is traditional
NAS systems that are widely deployed in IT organization. These system are handling storage
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of important data and must be quickly accessible. They are among the most expensive cat-
egories and usually supported by insurances. The second category is the low-end midrange
NAS system which suitable for organization that just need a file server with some level of ad-
vanced functionality and reliability. These category targeted at supporting the small offices,
remote locations and medium enterprises.
• Architectural Differentiators Among the Segments: NAS system can be divided based on
two major architectural paradigms, called scale-out NAS and scale-up NAS. Scale-up NAS is
designed to be solid system and to scale performance, capacity, or throughput by vertically
adding resources where there is a need for increasing performance and scale-out are virtualized
system that can scale-out horizontally across nodes and processing powers. Scale-out NAS
systems targeted environments that required very high throughput.
10 Market Size and Growth rate
The size of Color Drive market and the its growth rate is affected by three major factors. First of all,
the continuous growth rate of data in structure or unstructured way. Second the growing market of
the cloud based data storage and finally the rise in NAS devices market.
10.1 Growth in Data
Data and file sharing are growing exponentially [7]. Figure 2 shows the archive file data growth rate
in unstructured, database and e-mails data from 2008-2015. Table 1 shows another dimension of data
growth according to cisco research for mobile data from 2013- 2018.[7]
Figure 1: Total Archive Capacity by Content, world wide, 2008-2015 [8]
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2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAGR 2013–2018
Data 606,405 957,382 1,437,249 2,073,797 2,832,137 3,531,107 42%
File Sharing 66,671 127,235 221,808 308,643 391,641 466,347 48%
Table 1: Global Mobile Data Traffic, 2013–2018 by Cisco research
10.2 Public Cloud Storage
According to Osterman research estimates that 2 the worldwide total available market for public
cloud storage will growth by the rate of 5.7% annually by 2017. The available market seats was was
591.4 million seats in 2012 and will grow to 781.4 million seats by 2017. These result are shown in
figure 3. [9]
Figure 2: Total Available Market for Cloud storage, 2012-2017
According to marketandmarket market research 3 among the geographically market segmentation
the north America have the largest market share and Europe is following to the second position.
According to the rising in the demand for cloud storage solutions, the market in developing countries
such as Brazil and Russia as well as China and India is also growing. MarketsandMarkets forecasts
the global cloud storage market grows from 13.57 billion dollars in 2014 to 56.57 billion dollar in 2019
with an annual growth rate of 33.1% from 2014 to 2019.
10.3 NAS devices
Due to the rising the demand for data storage and big data phenomena, the market is expected to
keep a high growth in the next few years. NAS devices has taken the largest proportion of over 58.4%
among the other primary storage technologies, because it has an affordable price and strong storage
capacity [10].
2 http://www.ostermanresearch.com
3 http://www.marketsandmarkets.com
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TechNavio’s 4 analysts forecast the global enterprise NAS market will grow at a CAGR (Compound
Annual Growth Rate) of 25.44 percent over the period 2013-2018.
11 Market Leaders
Today, popular and market leaders of public storage cloud and file synchronization are many namely
few of them are Dropbox, Google Drive, apple iCloud and Microsoft One Drive. On the other hand
there are some private cloud solutions such as ome-Cloud and Seagate Business Storage, these dedi-
cated solutions help to protect critical data and provides a centralized files storage with easy accessi-
bility from anywhere.
Leading vendors in the NAS market are EMC (NYSE: EMC), Hewlett-Packard (NYSE: HPQ), IBM
(NYSE: IBM), NetApp and Oracle (Nasdaq: ORCL). Other vendors examined by TechNavio include
Buffalo Technology, Hitachi, Iomega, Netgear, QNAP Systems, Synology, Thecus Technology and
Western Digital.
12 SWOT Analysis :Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
Threats
The next page shows the results of SWOT analysis for Color Drive.
1. Strength
• Main Focus of ease of use and user friendly
• Managing and control over all different storage in creative approach
• provide transparency for end-user
• Technical and business expertise
• Stable management team
• Economies of scale
• Financial stability
• Acquisition capabilities
2. Weakness
• Multi level one time setup for the product
• Low of awareness of storage technologies in team
• Dependency on the third party vendors
• Marketing Capabilities
3. Opportunity
• Multi level one time setup for the product
4 http://www.technavio.com/
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• Low of awareness of storage technologies in team
• Dependency on the third party vendors
• Marketing Capabilities
4. Threats
• Global storage leaders entering developing markets
• Creative technology disruption by market leaders of other competitors
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Figure 3: Comparison between available solutions for implementing on-premises cloud storage
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10/10/2014 Data Sensitivity Level UX - Google Forms
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1aofa3VGA8nRzynYZfOQody8287SRW13Q3oEzW822eF4/edit 1/4
Individuals Data Sensitivity Level UX
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
Greetings!
 Please be informed that the researcher is conducting a study on “Privacy level data storage on private 
cloud”. 
public cloud storage services are services including Dropbox, iCloud, GoogleDrive, and etc. 
In connection with this the author constructed a questionnaire to gather information for the study. Your 
participation in the study by way of answering this is very vital. Without it, the study will not be complete 
as it should be. Kindly fill up the questionnaire with honesty. Thank you very much for your very kind 
response to my request.  The total time for answering is less than 5 minutes. 
Very sincerely yours,
1. 1. What is your knowledge level about cloud storage services (like, Dropbox, icloud )
Check all that apply.
 1. I have no Idea what it is
 2. I heard about it, but not used it at all (please go to question 2)
 3. I know it and use them, (please continue from question 3 )
2. 2. If not, could you specify why?
Check all that apply.
 I do not need extra storage
 They are not trust worthy
 Other: 
3. 3. Which of this public cloud storage you are using?
Mark only one oval per row.
Yes No
GoogleDrive
Dropbox
iCloud
OneDrive
Box
Others
4. 4. Have you ever paid for additional online storage in any of these?
Check all that apply.
 Yes 
 No 
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5. 5. Do you store the below information in the cloud storage, if not could you specify why not?
Mark only one oval per row.
Yes No
Financial data and banking
document
Governmental (ID numbers, ..)
Health Documnet
Personal Images
Personal Video
Back up of your hard drive
6. 6. Why not, please specify your reason for
each?
7. 7. Do you use any private (cloud) storage service?
Mark only one oval per row.
Yes No
Network Attached Storage (NAS) 
Wuala
ownCloud
other
8. 8. If you checked "other option" in previous
question, could you specify which service?
9. 9. What is your general feeling about public cloud storage?
Check all that apply.
 I feel completely safe to use public services and send personal data to them
 I think public services show concerns to my data, but there is a small risk that my data  is
modified by third parties 
 Public storage does not have good reputation at all
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10. 10. How do you prefer to categorize and organize your digital files?
Check all that apply.
 Based on content ( Holiday, ..)
 Based on data type, e.g audio, video,..
 based on date, e.g September 2010
 Based on relative importance   
 Based on frequency of use
 Based on average file size (in megabytes or gigabytes)
 Other: 
11. 11. Do you store your data in different places based on your categorization?
for example different drives of hard disk, different hard disks, ...
Mark only one oval.
 Yes 
 No
12. 12. If you want to classify your personal data, to how many groups you would like to divide it?
[according to its sensibility]?
Personal data e.g. financial data, health, banking, government ID numbers, images, video
Check all that apply.
 Two groups
 Three groups
 Four groups
 Other: 
13. 13. Could give a name to each group?
for example (my two groups are my sensitive and
non-sensitive data)
14. 14. According to your defined sensitivity groups, where would you like to store your data?
Check all that apply.
 store all groups on my local device
 a combination of my local hard drive and one public storage (e.g. my hard drive and Dropbox)
 A combination of my local hard drive and more than one public storage(e.g. my hard drive and
Dropbox and GoogleDrive)
 Store all in public clouds 
 Other: 
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Powered by
15. 15. What is your opinion about a platform with facility for combining and managing your
storage from multiple providers?
Check all that apply.
 It won't be useful 
 It could be useful
 It meets my need exactly 
16. 16. Could you specify your reason?
17. 17. What do you feel about new information technologies in general?
Check all that apply.
 Among my peers I am usually the first to try out new information technologies
 If I heard about a new information technology, I would look for way to experiment it 
 I hesitate to try out new information technologies 
 I strongly avoid to try new information technologies
